
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

By the aid of masses and prayers which have been said for you, you
__________________ at the end of eight weeks.
1.

(cure)have been cured

Somewhere, some time, this scene _________________, and this old
mirror has reflected it.
2.

(act)
has been acted

He ____________________ for further inquiry.3. (remand)has been remanded

There was a severity of honesty observed, of which no example
_________________.
4.

(know)has been known

An honest effort at improvement ________________ in the present edition.5.
(make)

has been made

Illustrations __________________ near the relevant section of the text.6.
(move)

have been moved

My baggage ___________________ more than a month, so that I shall
leave Paris almost in the instant of receiving the permission.
7.

(make up)
has been made up

Boats, yachts, and ships ____________________ away by not guarding
against it before they were within its reach.
8.

(carry)
have been carried

The kettle _____________________ as a relic by the Wright family.9.
(preserve)

has been preserved

His life ___________________ by Henri Mendelssohn.10. (write)has been written

They ______________________ for this e-text.11. (separate)have been separated

The term ________________ for any cowardly evasion of duty.12. (use)has been used

The old games ______________________ afresh.13. (describe)have been described

I will beg leave to recur to dates, that you may see that no part of it
___________________ from me.
14.

(derive)has been derived

Recruits _____________________ by the original body.15. (digest)have been digested
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It is only when the elephant ____________________ or wounded, that he
becomes a dangerous enemy.
16.

(attack)
has been attacked

Minor spelling and typographical errors ______________________
without note.
17.

(correct)
have been corrected

The estate ____________________, but has not yet been fully subdued.18.
(acquire)

has been acquired

Almost all men ___________________ to call life a passage, and
themselves the travelers.
19.

(teach)
have been taught

My guard nights _____________________ for those interviews.20. (select)have been selected
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